Vacancy
JASON Magazine Editors 2020-2021
JASON Magazine is looking for impassioned editors to contribute to our paper magazine and
online articles.
Job description
Do you like to write about contemporary subjects related to security and international affairs? Do
you want to reach a larger, professional audience with your writings? JASON Magazine offers
you this chance by becoming an editor. Besides writing normal essays, you can enrich your
skillset by doing interviews, writing book reviews or starting your own (opinion) section.
As a JASON editor, you are expected to contribute to our paper magazine (which is published
three times a year) and our ongoing online Sunday Read series. Being part of the JASON
editorial office provides you with the opportunity to enrich your writing skills, explore new
topics and be involved in an active institute with many passionate students and young
professionals.
Job requirements
What we expect:
– Commitment to writing for both our paper magazine (3x a year) as well as our website series
– Excellent time management skills
– Knowledge of security management, international affairs or other related fields.
– Enthusiasm for journalism, shown through previous publications
– A critical mindset and clear communicative skills
– High proficiency in English (Dutch is allowed as well)
– Easy accessible by email and phone (please note that residency in the Netherlands or The
Hague is NOT a requirement for this position).
What we offer:
– Close supervision by experienced and dedicated editors
– The opportunity to write more than just academic essays
– A social editorial committee that comes together for meetings, dinners and drinks
JASON Institute
JASON Institute, located in the Hague, the Netherlands, informs students and young
professionals on matters of international peace and security since 1975. During its initial years of
existence, the activities of JASON mainly focussed on peace and security issues within the
Transatlantic domain. However, as a result of the changing global geopolitical climate, JASON
gradually expanded its scope to international security in the broadest sense of the word. The
institute nowadays organizes conferences, debates, lectures, simulations, study trips and

excursions. Additionally, JASON Magazine publishes the free JASON Magazine three times a
year.
More information and application
For more information on JASON institute, take a look at our website or social media. Specific
questions regarding the position as editor of JASON Magazine can be sent to Jacco van der Veen
and Rachelle Wildeboer Schut at redactie@stichtingjason.nl. Do you want to apply? Please send
a motivation letter, cv and a previously written article that showcase your knowledge and skills
to the aforementioned address until June 7th.

